Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of May 11th and May 18th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

**WEEK OF MAY 11**th (as of 5.7.15)

**OF NOTE THIS WEEK:**

**SUBMISSIVE WIVES’ GUIDE TO MARRIAGE** – Sunday, May 17

**TUESDAY, MAY 12**

7/6c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “JILL’S SPECIAL DELIVERY”**
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – Nine months and no longer counting, it's time for Jill and Derick to meet their baby! However, Jill’s labor stalls and complications arise, they may have to wait a little longer before welcoming Baby Dilly into the family.

8/7c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “BEHIND THE SCENES”**
For the past decade, a film crew has followed the Duggar family, and in this behind-the-scenes special, viewers will meet the people behind the camera and learn how they’ve kept up with the Duggars since the beginning.

9/8c
**19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “ANNA’S HAVING A…”**
With baby number four on the way for Josh and Anna, the Duggars plan an unforgettable gender reveal for them while they’re away in California. Upon returning to Arkansas, they are in for their biggest surprise yet... is it a boy or a girl?

10/9c
**THE WILLIS FAMILY – “DANCE YOUR PANTS OFF”**
The family gets a last minute opportunity to perform at the Grand Ole Opry with country music star Josh Turner. Can they create a dance routine and decide what song to sing in time? And the family deals with a wardrobe malfunctions before the big gig.

**FRIDAY, MAY 15**

9/8c
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “DRAMA, DRAMA, DRAMA!”
WyQuasia’s family spends more time bickering with each other than listening to what the bride wants! Shelley's enormous entourage all have so many opinions they make dress shopping impossible. Bride Zabrina's mother demands her custom gown be redesigned.

9:30/8:30c
CURVY BRIDES – “BRIDAL MARKET BLING”
It’s Yukia’s favorite time of the season: shopping for gowns at the New York Bridal Market! She’s ready to buy, buy, buy, but Yuneisia needs to keep her in check! Before heading to NYC, two brides inspire the sisters to seek out unique dress styles.

10/9c
CURVY BRIDES – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Two brides who have selflessly made sacrifices to help others inspire Yukia and Yuneisia to take action. So, they get involved with TLC’s Say Yes to the Prom by collecting dress donations to help young, deserving girls find the prom dress of their dreams!

10:30/9:30c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “YOU WERE A PLAYER”
Deborah reads a new client, Walter, whom she met at a café with Robin. Clearly guilt ridden by his past relationships, Deborah believes she can find Walter a good match, but caveats that he must come clean about his past relationships.

11/10c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I WANT HIM GONE”
Deborah reads one of her long-term clients, who in the past, was not ready for love and had a tendency to attract the wrong guys. But while on a golfing date with her husband, will Deborah finally find the perfect guy that her client’s been looking for?

SUNDAY, MAY 17

9/8c
SUBMISSIVE WIVES’ GUIDE TO MARRIAGE (wt)
Enter the private world of submissive wives, who believe that a woman’s role is to serve and submit to her man. Autumn and Eddie come from multigenerational submissive families, and long-time submissive wife Tara is helping her friend Kristen to save her marriage by going submissive.

WEEK OF MAY 18TH (as of 5.7.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Finale Night – Tuesday, May 19
19 KIDS & COUNTING: DUGGARS GUIDETO LOVE & MARRIAGE
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “DIGGING IN WITH THE DUGGARS”

TUESDAY, MAY 19

7/8c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “ANNA’S HAVING A…”
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – With baby number four on the way for Josh and Anna, the Duggars plan an unforgettable gender reveal for them while they’re away in California. Upon returning to Arkansas, they are in for their biggest surprise yet… is it a boy or a girl?

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “DUGGARS GUIDE TO LOVE & MARRIAGE”
Episode description not available at this time.

9/8c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “DIGGING IN WITH THE DUGGARS”
In this one-hour special, media correspondent Erica Hill joins the Duggar family to talk all things family, marriage, babies, and new courtships from their milestone year. They are even joined by a few surprise guests to add to their most exciting season yet.

10/9c
THE WILLIS FAMILY – “POWER OF LOVE”
The youngest members of the family recreate a winning dance routine the older kids did years ago. Jair prepares to propose to his girlfriend, Mary, and all of his older sisters are on board to help.

FRIDAY, MAY 22

9/8c
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “KLEINFELD AFTER HOURS” (wt)
Kleinfeld is normally bustling with brides. But on days they are closed, they will specially open the salon for a select few VIP brides: brides with unlimited budgets who get to have private appointments with the salon’s designers. World-famous designer Pnina Tornai loves putting lots of gorgeous bling on her gowns, and boy does bling cost money! Pnina meets privately with three brides willing to spend whatever it takes for her to make their dream dresses.

9:30/8:30c
CURVY BRIDES – “WEIGHING ALL THE OPTIONS”
Every day Yukia & Yuneisia see brides dealing with health issues or medications that drastically change their body shape and wreak havoc on their self-esteem. Yukia's own health issues become reality, but the family's support help her make a change.

10/9c
CURVY BRIDES – “A DIVA AND AN OPERA SINGER WALK INTO A BRIDAL SHOP”
Yukia is convinced that she has a fabulous singing voice, so when an opera diva and gospel singer come to the salon, Yukia can’t help but show off her chops! But everyone is left speechless when store manager, Shannon stuns at a surprise recital.

10:30/9:30c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY”
Deborah reveals to a client, Luis, that he is in love with his best friend, but it will never work. So she goes on a hunt for an adventurous and fun-loving girl who can make Luis see that there is love out there. Will Luis be convinced she's right?

11/10c
PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER – “I’M THE POLYGRAPH TEST”
A new client has serious trust issues blocking her from love, leaving Deborah determined to find her a compassionate guy who can help her love again. Will she find her client a perfect match when she attends a local mix and mingle event?